
Nurse Shark

an endangered species due to climate change and marine debris
if freshwater is unavailable, these turtles can filter saltwater 
by secreting excess salt from glands behind their eyes 

these sharks are known as the "couch-potato" of sharks because 

they sleep during the day and spend nights slurping up
 little animals 

from the sea floor and reefs for food

Green Turtle 

Spotted Eagle Ray

Parrot Fish 

can have a wingspan of 9.8 ft & length  of 16.4 ft

have plate like teeth to crush their p
rey

These amazing fish spend
 90% of their day e

ating algae off c
oral

reefs. This keeps
 the coral health

y. Any coral that th
ey munch is

crushed by their
 teeth and groun

d into the sand w
e see 

                   
        on the oc

ean floor.

Bottlenose Dolphins

Spiney Lobster

Yellowtail Snapper

Leatherback Turtle
the largest sea

 turtle in the world - can grow up to 7 ft
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Sombrero Reef
This is the largest coral reef in the Middle Keys,

 and part of the greater Florida Reef system, 

with a 142-foot tall lighthouse



Portuguese Man O' War

Moray Eel
Stingray

L ogg e r h e a d  T u r t l e

L i o n f i s han invasive species with venomous spines!!!
- they are problematic because they can eat 
  mouthfuls and mouthfuls of juvenile reef species which
destroys reef populations

these jellyfish have many toxic stinging
tentacles that are extremely painful!

Cushion Sea Star

Ma n a t e e

L em o n  Sh a r k

Sharks directly & indirectly affect all levels of the food
web, they help to maintain structure in healthy ocean
ecosystems.

For example, sharks help preserve seagrass 
meadows by intimidating their prey, turtles, 
which eat seagrass. Without sharks, the turtles 
graze heavily in few locations and, quickly destroying
the highest quality seagrass meadows, which are
important habitats for many fish, shellfish, and birds.

Sharks are 10% -15% carbon, acting as carbon sinks, and
play a part in reducing the carbon in the atmosphere. 

The vast majority of shark attacks are likely a case of
mistaken identity - sharks can mistake humans for

prey because of visual and behavior similarities. Sharks
don't want to eat humans - they don't think we taste

good. 

PROTECT SHARKSPROTECT SHARKS
Why we should
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http://journal.frontiersin.org/article/10.3389/fmars.2014.00028/full
http://journal.frontiersin.org/article/10.3389/fmars.2014.00028/full
http://journal.frontiersin.org/article/10.3389/fmars.2014.00028/full


Whi t e  Cr ownedPige on
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Osprey
Diving from heights of 32 ft - 130 ft, with a 5 ft wingspan,
these birds dive towards their prey. Fish make up 99% of
their diet, so they are excellent hunters.
Osprey mate for life and return to the same nesting spot
each year. the nest can grow 10ft tall since they build on
top of the existing nest. 

an 11 million year old species

Grea t  Blue Her on

they have dagger

like beaks, allowing

them to eat

almost anything!!

Reddis h  Egre t

they put on a rowdy show when foraging for food. running back and forth wildly, flapping their wings, andstirring up sediment all to find small fish in the shallows

They are
 expert d

ivers! From

the surfa
ce of the

 water, they

can dive 
depths of

 150ft.

Cormoran t

Peli can
they have the largest bill o

f all birds

can fly as high as 10,000 ft

Seagull
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when temps drop below 40 degrees, they drop from

trees in comas until they heat back up

The Fl or ida Keys Chi c k en
brought over in the early days for fighting and food, but
they've escaped and multiplied, wildly

Spo t t e d  Sea Hare
a marine slug

Add a little bit of body text

can squirt purple ink when threatened

Saltwater 
C r o c o d i l e

Yes, there are crocodiles in the keys! They are
few in numbers and far spread, mostly in the
upper keys.

Blue Land Crab

Tor c h  Key Rac c o o n

Key Deer
an endangered

 species

that only live 
in the Keys

2' - 3' tall at 

the shoulder

can swim 

between islands

males drop antlers in

Feb & March. they

regrow by Aug!

Iguana


